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“I

ncreases in natural gas and electricity prices
have once again emphasized the importance of
achieving the heat treating industry’s Vision.
Operating costs for heat treating furnaces
have skyrocketed, and workers have been laid off
as heat treaters try to control costs.
The Vision’s goals call for an 80% reduction
in energy usage by the industry.
To achieve that goal, research needs to be
accelerated in many areas of the Vision.

“Part of achieving the Vision requires
that our members be familiar with this Plan and
support its objectives, so that we can encourage
others in our industry to work with us to overcome
technical challenges. Only through the
commitment of the entire heat treating community
can we keep our industry competitive in an
unpredictable economy.”
Roger J. Fabian, FASM
ASM Heat Treating Society
President, 2000-2001
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To the Heat Treating Community:
The importance of heat treating simply cannot be understated. The heat treating industry
in the United States is a $20 billion industry. Globally, heat treating represents perhaps $75
billion or more in value added to manufacturing. To remain competitive and profitable, and
to ensure sustainable growth, we need to address many technical issues.
With this in mind, the “1999 Research & Development Plan of the ASM Heat Treating
Society” was issued two years ago as a starting point for implementing the heat treating
industry’s “Vision 2020” technology challenges. More than 70 technical initiatives were
identified in the “Technology Roadmap” that was written to help achieve the Vision.
The ASM Heat Treating Society took a leadership role in developing these documents. Since
then, we have continued to show our commitment by proactively pursuing approaches that
will lead to attaining our Vision.
Over these two years, HTS Past President Bob Luetje, ASM International Managing Director
Mike DeHaemer, and R&D Committee Chairman Bob Gaster have worked with Metal
Treating Institute Past President Tom Benoit, MTI Managing Director Lance Miller, and
myself to create the concept of a “Center for Heat Treating Excellence.” That concept came to
fruition in September 1999 with the opening of a “virtual” industry-university research center
located at Worcester Polytechnic Institute under the direction of Prof. Diran Apelian.
Today, after a little over a year in existence, the Center for Heat Treating Excellence is working
on four projects important to the heat treating industry’s Vision. But many more research
projects are needed to achieve the Vision 2020 goals.
Increases in natural gas and electricity prices have once again emphasized the importance
of achieving the heat treating industry’s Vision. Operating costs for heat treating furnaces
have skyrocketed, and workers have been laid off as heat treaters try to control costs. The
Vision’s goals call for an 80% reduction in energy usage by the industry. To achieve that
goal, research needs to be accelerated in many areas of the Vision.
Part of achieving the Vision requires that our members be familiar with this Plan and support
its objectives, so that we can encourage others in our industry to work with us to overcome
technical challenges. Only through the commitment of the entire heat treating community can
we keep our industry competitive in an unpredictable economy.
Sincerely,

Roger J. Fabian, FASM
President, 2000-2001
ASM Heat Treating Society

INTRODUCTION
The following is a condensed version of the ASM Heat Treating Society’s R&D Plan,
updated to include reference to the newly formed Center for Heat Treating Excellence
(CHTE). The ASM Heat Treating Society is an Affiliate Society of ASM International
and was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to coordinate development and
communication of a heat treating industry R&D plan.
CHTE is an independent organization of industrial companies formed to manage heat
treating R&D programs and projects. The purpose of this condensed version is to generate
broader understanding of the needed technology initiatives.

APPROACH
Heat treating can be defined as the process of heating and cooling a material in such
a way as to develop specific structure, chemical composition, and physical properties. It
is a vital process in the global effort to produce stronger, lighter, more durable parts
at lower cost. The identification, quantification, and implementation of research to
develop supporting processes are critical to the success of the Heat Treating Industry
Vision 2020.
The ASM Heat Treating Society’s Research & Development Committee plans to
aggressively disseminate the R&D goals, monitor research activities, and report on
accomplishments. Working in concert with CHTE, the committee also plans to regularly
review R&D activities in thermal manufacturing. This activity also includes the definition
of crosscut collaborative opportunities at the working level to attract optimum industry
support. A key element in achieving these R&D objectives is the timely delivery of
results in an attempt to attract strong industry support, both short-term and long-term.

BACKGROUND AND INDUSTRY NEEDS
Industry needs have been determined from the information brought forth by various
committee efforts and surveys over the last five years. Heat treating industry executives
identified many of these needs, and prepared a view of the ideal future. This view has
been named Vision 2020, and the established performance targets, based in energy,
environment, productivity and quality, and industry performance are:
• Reduce energy consumption by 80%
• Improve insulation
• Achieve zero emissions
• Reduce production costs by 75%
• Increase furnace life ten-fold
• Reduce the price of furnaces by 50%
• Achieve zero distortion and maximum uniformity in heat treated parts
• Return 25% on assets
• Create 10-year partnerships with customers.

THE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROPOSED
RESEARCH

I. Heat Treating Equipment and Hardware Materials
Goal A: Achieve Higher Operating Temperatures
• Improve heating source materials
• Improve heating source configurations to provide faster heating
• Improve fan materials
• Improve insulation materials
Goal B: Develop Alternative Hardware
• Reduce overall costs in bath, fluidized,
and vacuum systems
• Develop and apply accelerated
heating technologies

II. Processes and Heat Treated Materials Technology Needs
Goal A: Integrated Process Models
• Quenching models
1. Develop property databases and empirical relationships
2. Develop predictive quenching
• Electromagnetic (E-M) models
1. Develop 3-D analysis
2. Develop quantitative materials databases
• Mechanical models
1. Develop stress-strain databases
2. Develop strain partitioning theory
3. Quantify transformation plasticity data
• Transformation databases
1. Develop quantitative transformation databases
Goal B: Real-time Process Sensors
• Develop sensors which can control a system with multiple chemical
and physical inputs
• Develop controlling algorithms to quantitatively integrate sensor inputs
• Develop real-time case-carbon sensors
• Develop real-time quenching sensors to quantify heat transfer
Goal C: New Materials
• Develop steels for carburizing at high temperatures
• Develop materials suitable for rapid heating technologies
• Materials needs
1. Uniform processability
2. Structure-property relationships for rapidly austenitized materials
3. Good machinability and formability without additional processing
4. Reduce material variability from the mill
5. Understand variability of “on-heating” transformation kinetics
6. Understand variability of “on-cooling” transformation kinetics
7. Understand mechanical property and residual stress development

III. Energy and Environment
Goal A: Energy Reduction
• Develop energy map of heat treating facilities
• Develop high heat-transfer heating and cooling systems
• Develop low-cost heat recovery and low-temperature heat utilization
• Identify process changes to reduce heat treating energy requirements
• Develop hybrid natural gas/electric heating systems to minimize
process energy cost
Goal B: Zero Environmental Impact
• Develop pollution-prevention strategies and/or pollution-control
technologies
• Develop alternative quenchants to oil
• Develop alternatives to NO3/NO2, CN, and barium salts, and solvent cleaners
• Develop heat treating changes or pollution treatment technologies
that eliminate air pollution emissions

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
STRATEGIES
The R&D Plan lays the groundwork for the immediate needs of the heat treating
industry and identifies the areas that must be addressed to achieve the “Heat Treating
Industry Vision 2020.” The achievement of this vision will require the cooperative effort
of all related groups, including the heat treating community, metal producers, foundry and
forging groups, fabricators, government, and most certainly academia. This effort will
be supported and strengthened by various technical and trade societies. These groups
will be considered stakeholders in the implementation plan.
The role of the ASM Heat Treating Society’s Research & Development Committee will
be to work with the Center for Heat Treating Excellence and others as the committee
disseminates information and monitors achievement of the needs identified in the
Technology Plan.

BUILDING ALLIANCES
AND INITIATIVES
As a part of the implementation plans, it will be necessary for the CHTE to interact
and coordinate with relevant industries, technical societies, trade organizations, and
researchers. For each of the high priority research areas, stakeholders must be identified
and encouraged to participate in the development of the critical technologies. These
critical technologies enable the accomplishment of the high priority research.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Mr. Robert J. Gaster, Chair
Staff Engineer
Deere & Company
3300 River Dr
Moline, IL 61265-1746
(309) 765-3741; Fax: (309) 765-3807
gasterrobertj@johndeere.com

Mr. Edward D. Jamieson
Mgr Process Quality
Lindberg Heat Treating
16167 W Rogers Dr.
New Berlin, WI 53151-2244
(262) 782-5553; Fax: (262) 782-5660
ed.jamieson@lindbergt.com

Dr. Ronald A. Wallis, Past Chair
Chief Technologist - Modeling
Wyman Gordon Company
244 Worcester
POB 8001
North Grafton, MA 01536-8001
(508) 839-8077; Fax: (508) 839-7581
rwallis@wyman.com

Dr. Kalyan Kannan
Materials Engineer
Concurrent Technologies Corp
100 CTC Dr
Johnstown, PA 15904-1935
(814) 269-2683; Fax: (814) 269-2799
kannan@ctc.com

Mr. Leontin Druga
Professor Dr Ing/
Dept Manager
Uttis
Sos Oltenitei 105 E
Bucharest, R75 389
ROMANIA
(401) 332-5487; Fax: (401) 332-5982
druga@is2.intec.ro
Mr. Daniel H. Herring
Director Research & Development
Ipsen International
POB 884
Elmhurst, IL 60126-0884
(815) 332-4941; Fax: (815) 332-4995
dhh@eng.abaripsen.com

Mr. J. Bruce Kelley
PMTS
Sandia National Labs
13200 Bluecorn Maiden Trl NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112-6800
(505) 845-3384; Fax: (505) 845-9500
jbkelle@sandia.gov
Mr. David L. Milam
Senior Development Specialist
Timken Company
1378 Stonington St. NW
N. Canton, OH 44720-6064
(330) 471-2078; Fax: (330) 471-2644
milam@timken.com
Prof. John E. Morral, FASM
Professor and Department Head
University Of Connecticut
Dept of Metallurgy & Materials Eng
97 N. Eagleville Rd, Box U-136
Storrs, CT 06269-3136
(860) 486-2923; Fax: (860) 486-4745
j.morral@uconn.edu

Mr. George D. Pfaffmann
Vice President Technology
TOCCO Incorporated
Sales Service & Technology Center
30100 Stephenson Hwy.
Madison Hts., MI 48071-1630
(248) 691-2281; Fax: (248) 399-8603
gpfaffmann@tocco.com
Mr. Thomas Ruglic
Texas Distric Manager
Bodycote Thermal Processing
2005 Montgomery St.
Ft. Worth, TX 76107-4012
(734) 459-8514; Fax: (734) 459-8795
Mr. Stephen J. Sikirica
Principal Product Manager
Gas Technology Institute
1927 N Mohawk St, 3C
Chicago, IL 60614
(773) 399-8335; Fax: (773) 864-2776
ssikic@gri.org
Mr. Jack J. Titus
Technical Director
Afc Holcroft LLC
6745 Hampsford Cir
Toledo, OH 43617
(248) 624-8191; Fax: (248) 624-3710
titus@afc-holcroft.com
Dr. Andrew P. Wieczorek
Senior Tooling Engineer
Rotoflex International
420 Ambassador Dr
Mississauga, ON L5T 2R5
Canada
(905) 670-0900; Fax: (905) 670-7344

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
A complete version of the R&D Plan is available at www.asmheattreat.com/hts.htm.
The R&D Plan was developed by the ASM Heat Treating Society R&D Committee, under
chairman Bob Gaster, staff engineer at Deere & Company, Moline, Illinois.
About the CHTE –
www.wpi.edu/Academics/Research/CHTE/
Prof. Diran Apelian is Howmet Professor and Director of the
Metals Processing Institute at Worcester Polytechnic Institute
in Worcester, Massachusetts. As director of the Center for Heat
Treating Excellence, Dr. Apelian welcomes your interest and
proposals for projects to help achieve Vision 2020.
Prof. Diran Apelian
Center for Heat Treating Excellence
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609-2280
Tel.: 508/831-5992
Fax: 508/831-5993
E-mail: dapelian@wpi.edu

JOIN TODAY!
The ASM Heat Treating Society (HTS) is the premier society for heat treating professionals - comprised of members from the
captive, commercial, supplier, research, manufacturer and customer sectors. HTS serves as a central clearinghouse for heat treating
information that is distributed through conferences, seminars, books and electronic media.
HTS Member Benefits:
Members receive Heat Treating Progress, a bi-monthly magazine with the most recent industry information on improving heat
treat quality and performance.
Heat Treating Directory Members gain year-round access via our website to a comprehensive listing of quality suppliers of heat
treating products and services.
Members receive savings on ASM published books, software, education and training programs, and registration fees on ASMsponsored conferences and expositions.
Members gain access to unique networking opportunities in the heat treating industry through meetings, seminars, conferences
and expositions, such as the ASM Heat Treat Show.
To join simply complete this membership application and mail or fax (440) 338-4634 phone (440) 338-5151
Make/mail Payment to: ASM International, Members Services Center, 9639 Kinsman Road, Materials Park, OH 44073
Please enroll me as: (Please select)
Individual Membership:
(includes one-time $10.00 initiation fee):

IMPORTANT! Please provide your name and ID number below if you are
referring a new member to be eligible for new member referral gift certificates.

_________________________________________________________
Referring Member Name & ID #

❏ ASM Only - A person interested in receiving member benefits and supporting the purpose of ASM.

Annual Dues $ 95.00

❏ ASM [+] Heat Treating Society - A person interested in receiving member benefits of ASM and HTS.
Annual Dues (include add-on fee(s) if applicable)
$
_
_
_
_
_
_
TOTAL PAYMENT (in U.S. Dollars)
❏ Check enclosed (made payable to: ASM International)

_

_

Please check one:
❏ Visa ❏ Mastercard ❏ American Express ❏ Discover ❏ Diner’s Club
_______________________________________________
Charge Card No
Exp. Date
_______________________________________________
Signature
Date
_____________________________________________________________
Name: (First, Initial, Last)

_

_

_

Annual Dues $112.00
_

_
_
$____________

Sign below to receive Advanced Materials & Processes monthly
magazine featuring ASM News (included with
membership).
__________________________________________________
Name
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE:
Preferred Billing Address:
❏ Residence ❏ Business
Preferred Mailing Address:
❏ Residence ❏ Business
CIRCLE ONE:

Mr.

Ms.

Mrs.

Dr.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Business Name
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Position Title
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Division/Subsidiary
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Business Address
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City
Country
Postal Code
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Business Phone Number
Business Fax Number
E-mail Address
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Residence Address
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City
Country
Postal Code
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Residence Phone Number
Residence Fax Number

